Oracle 1Z0-985 Exam
Volume: 70 Questions

Question: 1
Which is FALSE about a Collaborative Review Process?
A. Reviewers create comment threads that persist for all Reviewers to see.
B. Reviewers have the ability to view and add to other reviewers' comments.
C. The Review Process contains multiple Review Cycles.
D. Reviewers have the ability to provide answers to questions asked in comments by other
Reviewers.
Answer: C

Question: 2
When can the properties of the Report Package be edited?
A. solely while the Report Package is being created
B. solely before the Review Phase has been started for the Report Package
C. only before the Report Package process has been started or after the Report Package process
has been stopped or completed
D. at any time in the Report Package development process
E. solely before the Author Phase has been started for the Report Package
Answer: A

Question: 3
Which four are views in the Concept tab within the mapping tool to view the selected taxonomy
to support mapping?
A. Dimension View
B. Definition View
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C. Presentation view
D. Mapping View
E. Calculation View
Answer: A,B,C,E

Question: 4
Which is FALSE about managing the Sign Off Phase?
A. You cancel the Sign Off and reopen the Report Package for more editing.
B. If you determine that no changes are necessary as a result of a Signer's Rejection, you can
resend the Sign Off request without unlocking (he report package.
C. When the Sign Off Request action takes place on a Report Package the report package status
is Changed to "Sign Off In Progress."
D. After a Sign Off Instance is created, no edits can be made to the Report Package content.
Answer: D

Question: 5
When adding in a management report to a reference doclet, what type of artifact must be created
for embedding the report?
A. Disclosure Management doclet
B. Enterprise Performance Reporting Cloud (EPRCS) custom application report
C. Report reference doclet
D. Excel reference doclet
Answer: B

Question: 6
When using the export command with the File Transfer Utility, which three are true?
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A. The export command is used to move Oracle Enterprise Performance Reporting Cloud
artifacts between environments.
B. It is used in conjunction with the Import command.
C. Third party artifacts, such as Office documents, can be exported a standalone exports.
D. If a library folder is exported, only its children are exported, not third-party artifacts.
E. Child artifacts of Applications (Dimensions, Data Grants, Models) cannot be exported as
standalone exports.
Answer: A,B,C

Question: 7
Which statement is TRUE about the Author Phase?
A. Notifications are sent to both Doclet Author(s) and Doclet Approver(s) when Author Phase for
the Report Package is started.
B. Doclet Approvers are not able to make revisions until the Doclet Author has submitted the
Doclet.
C. Report Package Owners are the only users that can Start Author Phase for a Report Package.
D. Report package owner(s) can act as a Doclet Author or Doclet Approver by adding or
approving Doclet content if necessary even if another user has the Doclet checked out.
Answer: C

Question: 8
Which of the following is a snapshot of the Report Package that when you create this, the system
renders all of the checked-in versions of the Doclets into a draft version of the report?
A. Reference Doclet
B. Review Instance
C. Review Phase
D. Review Cycle
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Answer: B

Question: 9
What is the correct sequence of steps for adding Management Reporting embedded content to a
report package?
A. Open the doclet, check out the doclet, embed the management reporting content, upload and
Check in the revised doclet
B. Open the doclet, check out the doclet, within Smart view use the Report Settings Smart view
shared connection to import the management report, upload and check in the revised doclet
C. Open the management report in the web interface, export it to excel, checkout the doclet, copy
and paste the Excel export to the doclet, upload and check in the revised doclet
D. Open both the management reporting reference doclet and the regular doclet, check out the
regular doclet, copy and paste the management report, upload and check in the revised doclet
Answer: A

Question: 10
Which statement about the set up of Disclosure Management security is NOT true?
A. It grants access to master documents and doclets using Explorer in the Disclosure
Management Smart View extension.
B. Permissions available for Disclosure Management include View and Administrator
C. It grants access to master documents and doclets by using Access Control Lists (ACLs).
D. It defines permissions for Disclosure Management artifacts from the EPRCS web client.
Answer: A

Question: 11
Which two statements are TRUE about the Review Process in Enterprise Performance Reporting
Cloud Service?
A. It can have multiple Review Cycles per Report Package.
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B. It can have multiple Review Phases per Report Package.
C. It can have multiple simultaneous Review Instances per Report Package.
D. It can have multiple Reviewers per Report Packages.
Answer: B,D

Question: 12
Which step is NOT performed during the process of generating an XBRL Instance Document?
A. Validate Master document.
B. Rearrange Doclets up or down with arrow key.
C. Validate individual doclets.
D. Review and modify any mappings.
E. Generate and export the instance document for filing.
Answer: A

Question: 13
What type of doclet can store any type of document file (for example, PDF, Excel, Word)?
A. Supplemental
B. Author
C. Sign-off
D. Reference
E. Report Centent
Answer: A

Question: 14
At which time can the report package owner choose to initiate a review instance?
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